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Introduction

Today’s healthcare organizations are 
highly dependent upon technology, 
and new solutions are deployed 
regularly. Organizations are supported 
by applications from clinical care, to 
fi nancial services, to plant operations. 
These applications have varying degrees 
of criticality for functionality, service 
up-time, and security. Underlying all of 
the applications, however, is the network 
infrastructure, security operational 
processes, and other governance practices. 
When supporting such an environment, 
information technology (IT) activities 
cannot be left to chance—a system of 
general controls must be in place.

What are Information Technology 
General Controls?

Information technology general controls 
are encompassing controls designed 
to cover the entire organization’s IT 

infrastructure rather than specifi c 
applications. General controls help ensure 
confi dentiality, integrity, and availability 
(commonly reduced to the acronym CIA), 
contribute to safeguarding of data, and 
promote regulatory compliance.

Regulatory Compliance Signifi cance

Healthcare has historically been, and 
continues to be, a heavily-regulated 
industry. The regulations have increased 
signifi cantly in recent years with new 
rounds of requirements and legislation 
from Federal and state authorities, 
certifi cation organizations such as The 
Joint Commission, and debit/credit 
card issuers. Some of the more notable 
compliance requirements issued in recent 
years include:

Health Insurance Portability and •	
Accountability Act (HIPAA)

Payment Card Industry (PCI)•	

Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)•	

Each of these areas impacts the IT 
environments of many healthcare 
organizations. 

Frameworks

One of the starting points an auditor 
should consider when risks are assessed 
and audit programs developed, is to gain 
an understanding of any IT frameworks 
used by the organization. A framework 
provides a basis for IT infrastructure, 
development of standards and policies, 
some best practices, and even some 
auditing and monitoring procedures. 

It is common for an organization to adopt 
a baseline framework supplemented 
with excerpts from other frameworks 
for specifi c subject matters. Some of the 
commonly-used frameworks include:

Committee of Sponsoring •	
Organizations (COSO)—Most widely 
used internal control framework and 
commonly used for Sarbanes-Oxley 
compliance.

Control Objectives for Information •	
and Related Technology (COBIT)—
published by the IT Governance 
Institute.

ISO 17799/27001 (codifi ed as •	
27002)—Detailed information 
security standards commonly used to 
benchmark a company’s policies and 
standards.

NIST 800 Series—U.S. Federal •	
government computer security 
policies, procedures, and guidelines.

COBIT 4.1

COBIT defi nes 210 control objectives 
to help organizations understand and 
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manage their IT systems, data, and 
processes. In addition, COBIT’s Control 
Practices document provides instructions 
on how to implement the COBIT control 
objectives, guidance on risks to be 
avoided, and value to be gained from 
implementing control objectives. 

The Control Practices can be used:

as a reference by IT management and •	
IT assurance professionals.

to help translate COBIT control •	
objectives into management actions.

to define business-context value and •	
risk drivers for IT control activities.

as a basis for the assessment of IT-•	
related controls.

to provide options for •	
recommendations and agreed-upon 
actions to address control issues.

to provide suggested value and risk •	
drivers to form the justification for 
control recommendations.

The COBIT IT Assurance Guide describes 
how to leverage COBIT in providing 
control-level IT assurance activities 
such as planning, scoping, and risk 
assessment and how an assurance review 
can be performed for each of the major 
IT processes. The guide discusses a test 
approach at the process, control objective, 
and the control practice levels. 

The objectives of the guide are to provide 
guidance on how to obtain assurance 
about achieving the control objective. The 
intent is not to provide a detailed audit 
program to be used “out of the box” by an 
auditor or other IT professional. 

Rather, it describes testing of a control 
using four assurance objectives:

Existence•	

Design effectiveness•	

Operating effectiveness (i.e. •	
implemented, consistent application, 
proper use)

Design and operating efficiency •	
(e.g., cost/benefit, possible use of 
automation)

It also provides three types of assurance 
guidance:

Testing the suggested control design•	

Testing control objective achievement•	

Documenting impact of control •	
weaknesses

Infrastructure Platforms

As part of the risk assessment and audit 
process, the auditor needs to understand 
the various types of infrastructure 
platforms. They can be loosely grouped 
into the three following platform 
categories:

Operating systems•	 —An operating 
system for a server or workstation 
controls program execution, 
allocation of hardware resources, 
access to applications, etc. Examples 
include Windows Server/XP/
Vista, Linux, UNIX, and z/OS (for 
mainframes).

Database management systems•	 —These 
are systems of programs used to 
define, maintain, and manage 
access to large collections of data. 
Examples include Oracle, SQL Server, 
Terradata, and DB2.

Applications•	 —Programs used to 
support a business or organizational 
function. They are generally web-
based (thin-client) where processing 
occurs on a remote server or installed 

as client-server solution (thick client) 
where processing generally occurs 
on end-user personal computers or 
laptops.

Logical Security

One of the most technical areas to 
audit is logical security. Yet this area 
represents some of the highest risks and 
most vulnerable aspects of a network’s 
infrastructure. Common logical security 
control objectives may include:

Strong authentication controls should •	
prevent user accounts from being 
compromised.

File shares should be adequately •	
restricted to appropriate users.

Patches/system updates should be •	
applied timely.

Network services should be disabled •	
unless necessary for business 
reasons.

Anti-virus software should be •	
installed and up-to-date.

Sensitive data should be encrypted.•	
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Typical risks to be assessed may include:

Systems may be susceptible to •	
extended downtime, viruses, 
unauthorized access, or other 
malicious activity due to outdated 
patches and virus updates.

Unnecessary file shares allowing •	
inadequate protection and 
inappropriate access to sensitive data 
resulting in unintended disclosure.

Authentication controls may not •	
provide reasonable measures to 
protect against unauthorized access. 

Unnecessary network services may •	
be exploited to gain unauthorized 
access to sensitive data.  

After assessing the risks and developing 
an understanding of the organization’s 
controls, audit procedures may include:

Compare password controls (e.g., •	
length, complexity, expiration, 
history) to organizational standards 
or best practices.

Review network file shares for •	
appropriateness, necessity, and 
configuration.  

Ensure sensitive information is not •	
inappropriately shared.

Evaluate the process to apply patches •	
and updates to the operating system, 
database management system, and 
application.  

Ensure patches are applied timely to •	
remediate known vulnerabilities. 

Determine if any obsolete operating •	
systems are in use (e.g., Windows 
NT 4).

Determine if sensitive data is •	
encrypted within databases, on 
hard drives, and during network 
transmissions.

Evaluate anti-virus settings to •	
determine if definitions are up-to-
date.

Determine if the anti-virus •	
application is scanning drives 
regularly.

Perform security scans to identify •	
vulnerable services unnecessary for 
the role of individual servers. High-
risk services include file transfer 
protocol (FTP), simple mail transfer 
protocol (SMTP), hypertext transfer 
protocol (HTTP), telnet, etc. 

The organization’s IT department may have 
several commercial tools to perform logical 
security assessments. If so, the auditor may 
be able to partner with the IT department 
to run the tools and independently obtain 
and evaluate the results. In addition, 
many freeware or shareware solutions 
are available on the internet for server 
and workstation assessments; however, 
auditors should ensure they work closely 

with the organization’s information security 
personnel to help ensure the system is not 
compromised or business processes are not 
interrupted by the auditor’s use of the tools.

User Access

Numerous risks exist with the granting 
and maintenance of user access. Auditors 
should consider assessing these risks and 
developing audit procedures to evaluate 
the controls as part of an IT general 
controls engagement. 

System users and their activity should 
be uniquely identifiable. User access 
requests, modifications, and removals 
should be documented and approved. 
Terminated users (employees and 
contractors) should have operating 
system and application access removed 
timely. Access levels should be based on a 
user’s job responsibilities (least privilege 
principle). Remote access should rely on 
secure protocols.

If appropriate controls are not in 
place and functioning, the likelihood 
and impact of the risks could become 
magnified and affect the risks of other 
parts of the organization. A few of the 
major risks involving user access include 
the following:

Critical systems and data may be •	
inappropriately or fraudulently used 
and go undetected.

Access may be granted without valid •	
approval. 

Critical systems and data may be •	
accessed by unauthorized users.

Appropriate access may not be •	
defined for each specific job role (i.e., 
role-based security).

Remote access to critical systems and •	
data may not be configured correctly 
or may be using insecure protocols 
(e.g., modems, public networks, 
limited authentication).

Sample audit procedures to be considered 
may include the following:

Determine if user administration •	
procedures have been developed, 
and review them for adequacy if they 
have been developed. 

Review system accounts to •	
determine if accounts are active for 
any terminated employees or other 
unauthorized users.  

Evaluate user access, including •	
administrator-level accounts, for 
adequacy and appropriateness based 
on the user’s job duties.

Determine how remote access •	
is granted and managed (e.g., 
distribution of remote access 
tokens, revocation of access 
upon termination, two-factor 
authentication).

Determine if audit logging is enabled •	
on critical systems or accounts, and 
evaluate the process for retention and 
timely review of the logs.

Physical Security and Environmental 
Controls

Physical security and environmental 
controls should protect the data 
center, server rooms, network closets, 
and other controlled areas. Access 
to these areas should be restricted to 
appropriate personnel to reduce business 
interruptions from theft or destruction 
of computer equipment. Monitoring of 
environmental factors should reduce 
business interruptions from damage to 
computer equipment. 

The risks to be considered in these areas are 
less technical; risks can often be assessed 
and audit procedures performed by an 
auditor with limited IT auditing experience. 

General controls help ensure confidentiality, integrity,  
and availability
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For instance:

Unauthorized individuals may gain •	
access to sensitive or controlled areas 
and may view, modify, or destroy 
equipment or sensitive business data.

Unauthorized or improper access to •	
controlled areas may go undetected 
due to improper monitoring.

Business may be disrupted following •	
an environmental incident (e.g., 
fire, flooding from a sprinkler head, 
power failure, excessive heat or 
humidity) because of inadequate 
protection of IT assets or monitoring 
of IT areas.

Poorly configured wiring within •	
server rooms, communication closets, 
etc. may result in unmanageable 
network environments, extended 
network downtime, and business 
interruption.

Illustrative audit procedures to evaluate 
physical security and environmental 
controls may include:

Review list of individuals with access •	
to controlled areas.

Review visitor logs for controlled •	
areas, and reconcile them to the list of 
approved individuals.

Observe how door access is •	
controlled, and look closely for 
indicators of override (e.g., door 
stops, clear tape over the strike plate 
or latch).

Review maintenance and test logs •	
for environmental control devices 
(e.g., backup generators, heating and 
cooling units, uninterruptible power 
supply devices).

Walk through controlled areas to •	
evaluate adequacy of fire suppression 
systems and smoke detectors, 

moisture detection sensors, and 
temperature and humidity sensors.

Perform visual inspection of network •	
wiring to determine if it is well 
organized and maintained.

Be alert to potential fire hazards in •	
IT areas (e.g., flammable chemicals, 
cardboard boxes).

Disaster Recovery and Business 
Continuity

Disaster recovery and business continuity 
plans help minimize the risks of negative 
business impact in the event of an IT 
service interruption. The plans should 
be updated regularly and routinely 
tested to ensure systems and data can be 
recovered timely following a disaster or 
other interruption. The quality of backup 
media and restoration tests should also be 
periodically performed to ensure success 
of backup processes.

Auditable risks commonly associated 
with this area include:

Backups may not include all necessary •	
business data for comprehensive 
recovery in the event of unexpected 
system downtime or a disaster.

Data may be compromised by •	
unauthorized individuals due to 
improper securing of backup media.

The organization may experience •	
extended downtime in the event of 
a disaster because of inadequate or 
lack of disaster recovery testing or 
thoroughly documented plans.

Depending on how risks are assessed, 
typical audit procedures may include:

Ensure plans are comprehensive, •	
up-to-date, and approved by key 
organizational, management, and 
executive personnel.

Determine if plans are tested •	
regularly and results are documented 
(i.e., post-exercise assessments).

Evaluate how well multiple plans •	
are integrated, both within a local 
business unit and within a larger-
scale enterprise.

Evaluate how backup media is stored •	
(e.g., physical tapes, virtually on 
other servers, replicated to alternate 
sites, use of encryption) and location 
(e.g., local fireproof safe, off-site 
location, use of courier services).

For plans and data backups stored off •	
site, review the plans and processes 
for timely access should a business 
interruption occur.

Review backup logs for key systems •	
to determine if data and system 
configurations are backing up 
successfully.

Determine if data is routinely test-•	
restored to confirm backups are 
recoverable.

Summary

IT general controls should be 
addressed as part of the internal audit 
department’s risk assessment and 
audit plan development processes. 
Understanding the organization’s use of 
an IT control framework such as COBIT 
may help auditors with their audit 
planning and performance and enable 
them to help their organizations comply 
with regulations and sound control 
objectives. 

Auditing all IT general controls is likely 
not feasible, practical, or necessary. As 
with other types of audits, performing 
risk-based IT general controls reviews 
will help ensure scarce resources are 
focused on the most significant areas to 
the company. NP
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Access levels should 
be based on a user’s 
job responsibilities.


